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THE TRUTH IS ALWAYS IN STYLE:
TARGETING GREENWASHED ADVERTISING IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY

by Sydney Helsel

H&M’s 2019 “Conscious Collection” promotional images juxtapose lush green gardens with a hazy city skyline in the background. The collection, which advertises itself as “[t]he short cut to sustainable choices,”2 is just one example of many fashion brands’ attempts to capitalize on the increased demand for sustainable products.3 Each year, the fashion industry consumes approximately ninety-three billion cubic meters of water and produces an estimated ten percent of the world’s carbon emissions.4 The environmental effects of the fashion industry can be seen in images of the dried up Aral Sea in Uzbekistan5 and in the dye and chemical filled black rivers of Dhaka, Bangladesh’s garment manufacturing districts.6

Fashion brands should be encouraged to reduce their impact on the environment but there is little oversight over the environmental claims they advertise.7 The burden of verifying the legitimacy of these environmental claims falls on the consumer.8 Case in point: in 2019, Norway’s Consumer Authority found that H&M’s sustainability and environmental benefit claims were not sufficiently explained by the brand and were misleading.9 In the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) occupies an analogous role of taking action against brands that advertise false or misleading claims.10 However, the closest the FTC has come to addressing greenwashing and unsubstantiated environmental benefit claims in the fashion industry was a series actions against retailers for marketing rayon fiber products as bamboo.11

The term “greenwashing” wasn’t coined until 1986,12 but it did not describe a new phenomenon. For example, in her 1962 book, Silent Spring, Rachel Carson noted how pesticide companies advertised their DDT products as safe to use in agriculture.13 Today, greenwashing continues to be prevalent.14 In 2010, environmental marketing firm TerraChoice examined thousands of consumer products making environmental claims and found that ninety-five percent of them met one or more of the firm’s indicators for greenwashing.15 Some of the most frequent violations were product claims that could not be substantiated and product claims that were overly broad and potentially misleading.16 Greenwashing is pervasive problem in the fashion industry, in part due to a lack of uniform enforcement against false and misleading advertising.17

The FTC was established in 1914 with the enactment of the Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTC Act”),18 which grants the FTC the power and discretion to issue complaints and initiate proceedings against marketers that partake in “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce”.19 The FTC has long recognized that unsubstantiated environmental claims risk violating Section 5 of the FTC Act, and in 1992 published the Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims (“Green Guides”).20 Last updated in 2012, the Green Guides address specific categories of claims, such as recyclability, as well as claims of “general environmental benefit.”21 However, the Green Guides are not binding on the FTC, which can choose to bring an enforcement action at its discretion.22

Brands that market their clothing or practices as “sustainable” without qualification are partaking in misleading advertising in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.23 Under the Green Guides, words such as “sustainable” or “green” would fall under the general environmental benefit category.24 Fashion brands using such terms in their marketing must substantiate all reasonable inferences of environmental benefits; otherwise they would be violating Section 5 of the FTC Act.25 Brands are also responsible for verifying claims made by their suppliers or manufacturers.26 As illustrated by a string of bamboo fabric related cases brought against companies such as Amazon and Pure Bamboo, LLC, the FTC considers a company’s advertising as a whole, including imagery, promotional material, and website text, including text not located on the individual product’s page.27 Even just the name of the brand or the product can lead to an inference of environmental benefit.28 The Green Guides require that reasonably-inferred claims are substantiated with proper, scientific proof.29

Puffery is not a defense available to marketers when facing an action brought under Section 5 of the FTC Act.30 Circuit courts differ over what specifically constitutes puffery, but words of “relative connotation” or clearly denoting an opinion would be considered puffery.31 Courts consider the context in which the word is used, thus terms such as “green” or “sustainable” in the context of fashion would denote more than just an expression of the advertiser’s opinion.32 Fashion, as an inherently visual medium, advertises in imagery just as much as through text, requiring the FTC and courts to analyze the claim in light of all relevant advertising associated with the item or brand.33 For example, H&M’s use of “conscious” alone could potentially be categorized as puffery, but when combined with environmentally-evocative advertising imagery, large green tags denoting the collection’s products in stores, and references to the collection’s “sustainable” nature throughout H&M’s website, a consumer would infer that the collection is environmentally conscious or sustainable.34

To better target greenwashing in the fashion industry, the Green Guides should be codified and updated more frequently.35 Expanding the Green Guides to include interpretations and
guidance for common environmental advertising terms such as “sustainable” and “green” will provide both fashion brands and consumers with clarity when making and interpreting claims.\textsuperscript{36} Giving the “Green Guides” binding statutory authority provides certainty for brands and creates nationally-consistent expectations regarding “sustainability” and other environmentally focused claims. Relying solely on the discretion of the FTC, which has only bough actions sporadically, creates an unpredictable market for businesses and inconsistent protections for consumers.\textsuperscript{37}
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Codifying the “Green Guides” will provide national uniform standards for environmental marketing claims.\textsuperscript{38} Addressing greenwashing will help ensure that fashion brands are doing the work to transition to environmentally friendly practices as the industry continues to target its products toward environmentally conscious consumers.\textsuperscript{39}